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§35. Derivation of the Fractal Path Integral 
Kanno, R., Nakajima, N. 
By means of the method introduced in 
ref. [1], we derive a path integral constituted by 
fractal principal paths. Consider the following 
definition of a path x( r); 
X ( T) li1n X( M) ( T) 
M-++oo 
= lim [xa + (tb- ta) {r dr' V(M)(r')~1) 
M-++oo Jo t 
where r E [0, 1]. The velocity v<M)(r) is given 
by 
where Cn,k is the expansion coefficient. The 
sum1nation Ek:kE{kp(n)) means the selective 
sun1 of k fro1n the set { kp( n)} which is defined 
by 
{ kp( n)} = { kplselect the number of pn frotn 
a set { mlm = [qnr*]a for Vr* E [0, 1]}} .(3) 
Here q and p are any natural numbers that 
should satisfy the condition 1/2 ~ logq p ~ 1. 
The selection law is arbitrary. The function 
Zn,k( qnr) is any orthonormal function, which 
satisfies the following three conditions; 
Zn,k(qnr) 
{ 
a
0 
function ofT for qnr E (k, k + 1{4) for the others, 
l dr Zn,k(qnr) · Z;,j(q'r) 
_ { 1 for n = i and k = j 
- 0 for the others. (6) 
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Here a function given by 
Gn k( qnr) == rr dr' Zn k( qnr') for any T 
' lo ' (7) 
represents any generator producing a single-
valued continuous fractal curve, and the ini-
tiator I is given as I= Xa + (xb- Xa)r. 
Suppose that the contribution of a path 
x( t) to the path integral is proportional to 
exp{ -S[x(t)]/ D}, where the function S[x(t)] 
is the modified action defined as S[x( t)] = 
{T/(tb- ta)},B- 1S[x(t)], Tis the characteristic 
time, and {3 is a real number:O ~ {3 ~ 2. 
By summing over all paths given by eq. ( 1), 
the path integral is derived as follows 
{ 
1 T ,e}1/2 
f(b, a)== lim DT ( ) 
M -++oo 7r tb - ta 
x exp {- (xb- xa? ( T ),6} 
DT tb- ta 
M qn-1 +oo " 
X II II 1 dCn,k 
n=O k=O:kE{kp(n)} -oo 
X exp { -7r(Cn,k?}, (8) 
where Tik:kE{kp(n)} means the product of k 
from the set {kp(n)}, and Cn,k == {T/(tb -
ta) }(,B-l)/2Cn,k· This path integral is consti-
tuted by the only fractal curve produced by 
a generator Gn,k(q11 r), so we call the integral 
( 8) the fractal path integral (FPI). 
We define here the average of arbitrary func-
tional F[x( r)] as follows 
M qn-1 
< F >= lim II IT 
M-++oo 
n=O k=O:kE{kp(n)} 
t:: dC\,k F[{C\,k}] exp{ -7r((\,k)2}.(9) 
Using this definition of the average of func-
tional, one can investigate the property of prin-
cipal paths of any FPI. 
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